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Moroccan stationery brand
Whether you are taking notes, jotting down ideas, or simply expressing 
yourself through the written and creative word, June Note is here to help 
you do it with style and grace.
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The Founder About us

Our vision

Salam ! I’m Loubna Ouahidi
JUNE NOTE FOUNDER
 
As a designer with expertise in corporate 
communication and over 12 years of experience in 
the creative and the communication field, I have 
the knowledge and skills to create effective and 
visually appealing products. 

During the Covid-19 pandemic, I founded June Note, 
driven by my love of handwriting and the need for 
a notepad wherever I went. With a lifelong interest 
in notebooks and stationery, I wanted to create 
products that would appeal to others as well. 
That’s why I started designing stationery items 
inspired by the rich culture of Morocco and made in 
the country itself. 

Our offerings, which include a variety of notebooks 
and accessories, showcase Moroccan culture and 
make excellent Moroccan souvenirs or corporate 
gifts.
 
At June Note, we are proud to offer Moroccan 
stationery products that we personally love, use, 
and value.
 
 How to reach me
+212658175118
junenotestore@gmail.com

I have been captivated by handwriting and stationery 
since a young age. 
Even as technology has evolved, nothing can replace 
the spark that handwriting ignites in me.
I believe that there are many others who share this 
passion, and it is my desire to share it with them. 

My deep attachment to my Moroccan roots inspired 
me to create June Note - a Moroccan brand of 
notebooks and stationery that embodies the cultural 
richness of Morocco and that we use and value. 

It is my hope that June Note will inspire others to 
rediscover the joy of putting pen to paper and the 
magic of a well-crafted notebook and stationery items. 

Our vision at June Note is to provide affordable and 
well-crafted stationery items that uniquely promote 
Moroccan culture and heritage. We aim to create a 
one-of-a-kind look that will appeal to those looking 
for a touch of Morocco in their daily lives. 
We also strive to support the Moroccan economy by 
sourcing materials and manufacturing locally. Our 
ultimate goal is to create a line of stationery items 
that serve as both functional tools and cherished 
Moroccan souvenirs.”



Bound Notebooks

With our functional and stylish 
Moroccan-inspired journal, you can 
stay organized and on top of your daily 
tasks. 

This journal is a must-have for anyone 
who values organization and design. 
It’s ideal for jotting down notes, storing 
cards, and keeping memories close at 
hand. 

The hard cover is not only long-lasting, 
but it also has a stunning Moroccan 
design that will turn heads. The inner 
pocket allows you to easily store 
important items, and the A5 pages 
provide plenty of space for all your 
notes and musings. 

With the added convenience of an 
elastic closure, you can be confident 
that your journal will remain securely 
closed and protected. 

Writing has never been more 
environmentally conscious, with the 
use of FSC certified white paper. 

Don’t miss out on this essential tool for 
productivity and organization

TAFUST NOTEBOOKS

A5 Notebook
White Certified FSC Creation 
Paper Cover with Black 
Serigraphy
Interior: 200 pages of Superior 
White 80 gsm Paper
With a black inner pocket for 
storing loose sheets.

Exist in A6 Format too

A5 Notebook
White Certified FSC Creation 
Paper Cover with Black 
Serigraphy
Interior: 200 pages of Superior 
White 80 gsm Paper
With a black inner pocket for 
storing loose sheets.

TAFUST WHITE NOTEBOOK TAFUST GOLD NOTEBOOK

Unit price
15 x 21 cm
 
100 pieces
and more
 
Personalized
+200 pieces

Unit price
15 x 21 cm
 
100 pieces
and more
 
Personalized
+200 pieces

159 MAD
HT

Ask for 
quotation

Ask for 
quotation

159 MAD
HT

Ask for 
quotation

Ask for 
quotation



Cahier Notebooks

Write in style with our set of three beautifully 
designed journals. Each journal features a 
unique Moroccan pattern engrafted on the 
cover, making them a stylish and unique 
accessory for everyday use. 

The journals come in three different tones to 
suit your personal style -
Dark Tone with black inner paper, perfect for 
use with white and pastel gel pens, 
Bright Tone with ivory coloured inner paper, 
and 
Light Tone with traditional white inner paper. 

All three journals are in A5 format with 80 plain 
pages, and made from responsibly sourced, FSC 
certified paper. 
 
 Designed and made in Morocco

TONES NOTEBOOKS

Dark Moroccan pattern on the 
cover
A5 fomat 80 pages 
Plain white paper (90g/ m2) 
from responsible sources - FSC 
certified.
 
Made in Morocco

Classy cover made of golden 
Moroccan pattern on brown 
background.
A5 format. Contains 80 pages 
plain Ivory coloured paper(80g/ 
m2) from responsible sources - 
FSC certified
Made in Morocco

Discreet Moroccan pattern on 
the cover, designed for use 
with white, pastel gel pens.
A5 format 80 pages of Plain 
black paper (80g/m2) FSC 
certified.
 
Made in Morocco

LIGHT TONE  NOTEBOOK BRIGHT TONE NOTEBOOK DARK TONE NOTEBOOK

Unit price
15 x 21 cm
 
100 pieces
and more
 
Personalized
+200 pieces

Unit price
15 x 21 cm
 
100 pieces
and more
 
Personalized
+200 pieces

Unit price
15 x 21 cm
 
100 pieces
and more
 
Personalized
+200 pieces

39 MAD
HT

Ask for 
quotation

Ask for 
quotation

55 MAD
HT

Ask for 
quotation

Ask for 
quotation

79 MAD
HT

Ask for 
quotation

Ask for 
quotation



Pocket Notebooks

Bring a touch of Berber culture to your everyday life with 
our beautifully designed set of three pocket Notebooks. 

 
 Inspired by traditional Berber designs, these journals are a 
perfect blend of style and function. Each notebook features 
100 pages of smooth ivory tone paper features 100 pages 
in a compact A6 format, making them the perfect size for 

on-the-go writing. 

 Washma Notebooks are made from responsibly sourced 
materials and certified by the FSC. 

 
 Designed and made in Morocco

WASHMA NOTEBOOKS

Unit price
10,5 x 15 cm
 
100 pieces
and more
 
Personalized
+200 pieces

Unit price
10,5 x 15 cm
 
100 pieces
and more
 
Personalized
+200 pieces

Unit price
10,5 x 15 cm
 
100 pieces
and more
 
Personalized
+200 pieces

19 MAD
HT

Ask for 
quotation

Ask for 
quotation

19 MAD
HT

Ask for 
quotation

Ask for 
quotation

19 MAD
HT

Ask for 
quotation

Ask for 
quotation

A6 Notebook
Ivory color Certified FSC 
Paper Printed berber tatoo 
on a Kraft cover 
Interior: 160 pages.
 
Made in Morocco

A6 Notebook
Ivory color Certified FSC 
Paper Printed berber tatoo 
on a Kraft cover 
Interior: 160 pages.
 
Made in Morocco

A6 Notebook
Ivory color Certified FSC 
Paper Printed berber tatoo 
on a Kraft cover 
Interior: 160 pages.
 
Made in Morocco

WASHMA  NOTEBOOK-  
DIAMOND

WASHMA  NOTEBOOK-  
SEED

WASHMA  NOTEBOOK-  
EYE



Spiral Notebooks

Inspired by traditional Moroccan symbols and patterns, this journal is a perfect blend 
of form and function. The A6 size and 100 plain pages offer a compact and convenient 
writing experience, while the FSC certified white paper ensures responsible sourcing. 
Made in Morocco

ORNEMENTAL NOTEBOOKS

Unit price
10,5 x 15 cm
 
100 pieces
and more
 
Personalized
+200 pieces

Unit price
10,5 x 15 cm
 
100 pieces
and more
 
Personalized
+200 pieces

30 MAD
HT

Ask for 
quotation

Ask for 
quotation

30 MAD
HT

Ask for 
quotation

Ask for 
quotation

A6 Notebook
White Certified FSC Paper 
Printed cover with a vernis 
coated details - 200 pages 
of Superior White 80 gsm 
Paper.

Made in Morocco

A6 Notebook
White Certified FSC Paper 
Printed cover with a vernis 
coated details - 200 pages 
of Superior White 80 gsm 
Paper.

Made in Morocco

ORNEMENTAL - TAFUST  
NOTEBOOK

ORNEMENTAL - 
TAZERZET NOTEBOOK



Bookmarkers Greeting cards
Add a touch of global charm to your reading routine with our Moroccan-inspired 
bookmarks. Handcrafted from beautiful wood, these bookmarks feature intricate patterns 
and sophisticated colors that will elevate your bookshelf. Keep your place in style and 
add a touch of elegance to your reading experience. Get yours now and bring some 
Moroccan magic to your bookshelf.

Elegant Moroccan-
inspired bookmarks, 
made from wood.
 
 Made in Morocco

Elegant Moroccan-
inspired bookmarks, 
made from wood.
 
 Made in Morocco

Elegant Moroccan-
inspired bookmarks, 
made from wood.
 
 Made in Morocco

WOODEN BOOK 
MARKER YELLOW 
DETAIL

WOODEN BOOK 
MARKER BLUE 
DETAIL

WOODEN BOOK 
MARKER BLACK 
DETAIL

Unit price
4 x 14 cm
 
100 pieces
and more

Unit price
4 x 14 cm
 
100 pieces
and more

Unit price
4 x 14 cm
 
100 pieces
and more

45 MAD
HT

Ask for 
quotation

45 MAD
HT

Ask for 
quotation

45 MAD
HT

Ask for 
quotation

Celebrate life’s special moments with a touch of Moroccan flair. 
Our set of six Moroccan themed greeting cards are the perfect 
way to share your kind thoughts and well wishes for all occasions. 
Whether you want to celebrate a birthday, offer congratulations, or 
simply share a message of love, these cards have you covered. 
Each card features a unique Moroccan design and have a special 
finishes, including soft touch, coated varnish, and a stunning gold 
3D varnish. 
Designed and made in Morocco, these cards are a beautiful and 
meaningful way to show you care.



www.junenote.com

junenotestore@gmail.com  
 +212658 17 51 18


